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Abstract—There is a significant need for reliable, cost-effective,
and preferably automatic methods for detecting and monitoring
marine gas seeps. Seeps at the seafloor may originate from natural sources including sediments releasing biogenic methane and
volcanoes releasing CO2 , or from man-made constructions such
as pipelines or well heads, and potentially also from subseafloor
CO2 storage sites. Improved seep detection makes it possible to estimate the amount of greenhouse gases entering the oceans, and to
promptly detect and address potential leaks to reduce environmental and economical consequences. Sonar is an excellent tool for seep
detection due to the strong acoustic backscatter properties of gasfilled bubbles in water. Existing methods for acoustic seep detection
include multibeam and sidescan surveying, as well as active and
passive sensors mounted on a stationary platform. In this work, we
develop a new method for automatic seep detection using an interferometric sidescan sonar. We apply signal processing techniques
combined with knowledge about acoustical and spatial properties
of seeps for improved detectability. The proposed method fills an
important gap in existing technology—the ability to automatically
detect a seep during a single pass with an autonomous underwater
vehicle (AUV) equipped with an interferometric sidescan sonar.
Results from simulations as well as field data from two leaking
abandoned wells in the North Sea indicate that small seeps are
consistently detected on a sandy seafloor even when the observation time is limited (a single pass with the AUV). We explore the
detection capability for different seafloor types ranging from silt
to gravel.
Index Terms—Automatic leakage detection, carbon capture
and storage (CCS) monitoring, coherence, gas seep detection,
interferometric sonar, sidescan sonar.

I. INTRODUCTION
N recent decades, there has been an increasing interest in
monitoring the seafloor to detect, monitor, and quantify marine gas seeps. Potential leakage scenarios that require monitoring include natural seepage of methane and CO2 into the
oceans, leakage from man-made constructions related to oil and
gas production, and potential leakage events related to carbon
capture and storage (CCS). Detecting gas seeps at the seafloor at
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an early stage is of importance to prevent environmental as well
as economical consequences, and to gain a better understanding
of the amount of greenhouse gases seeping into the oceans and
potentially reaching the atmosphere [1], [2].
The long range capabilities of sonars combined with the
large contrast in acoustic impedance between free gas and water
makes sonar a useful tool for cost-effective monitoring of the
seafloor [3], [4]. Existing or proposed methods for acoustic gas
seep detection include single-beam and multibeam sonar [3],
[5]-[7] split-beam sonar [11], sidescan sonar [8], and passive
sonar [9], [10]. Several studies demonstrate the potential of using broadband or multifrequency sonar data for seep characterization, taking advantage of the frequency-dependent properties
of gas bubbles [11], [12].
While gas seeps are generally observable in sonar imagery,
current methods rely heavily on either an operator’s ability to
scrutinize the data and to recognize gas seeps because of their
characteristic appearance, or in the case of stationary systems,
a long observation time to achieve reliable automatic detection.
Limited efforts have so far been directed toward optimizing
active sonar methods for reliable and potentially automatic seep
detection.
In this paper, which is an extension of the preliminary study
in [13], we investigate the potential benefits of using an interferometric sidescan sonar mounted on an autonomous underwater
vehicle (AUV) for automatic gas seep detection. Combining
array signal processing techniques with an understanding of
the acoustical and spatial properties of rising bubbles, a seep
is recognized instantly (in a single ping) as a region of high
image intensity and low interferometric coherence. The proposed method can be applied to any interferometric sidescan
sonar system, including synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) systems
operated in sidescan mode. We use the AUV-mounted HISAS
1030 sonar [14], which is an interferometric SAS developed for
high-resolution imagery and bathymetry of the seafloor.
We motivate our work in Section II-A, and offer a brief
overview of existing acoustic technology aimed at gas seep detection and monitoring in Section II-B. Section II-C includes
a brief overview of the acoustical and spatial properties of
gas seeps which are relevant for the proposed seep detection
method. In Section II-D, we describe how key features of a seep
(high target strength as well as low interferometric coherence)
can be measured using an interferometric sidescan sonar. In
Section III, we propose an algorithm to automatically detect
image pixels originating from a seep location. We have carried
out a set of simulations described in Section IV, which we use
to analyze the interferometric sidescan response from different
gas seeps and with varying seafloor characteristics. We present
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results from the simulations in Section V, and in Section VI, we
present results from field data acquired at two abandoned North
Sea wells. Finally, we discuss our findings in Section VII, and
summarize our conclusions in Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Leakage Scenarios and the Need for Monitoring
Natural seepage of methane and CO2 is common in many
regions where geological structures such as pockmarks, mud
volcanoes, faults, or saltdomes allow these greenhouse gases to
penetrate the seafloor and enter the water column and potentially also the atmosphere [15]. Rising seawater temperatures
may trigger the release of large amounts of gas currently trapped
in permafrost [16]–[18]. There is also an increased awareness
within the oil and gas industry as well as in the CCS community regarding the need for accurate and reliable monitoring
methods. According to the European Union (EU) directive on
CO2 storage [19], the Member States are required to monitor
the injection facilities, the storage complex, and where relevant
the surrounding environment according to specific guidelines.
The main CCS monitoring strategy today is seismic surveying
carried out once every one to three years. Time-lapse seismic
studies reveal large-scale trends and the location and spreading of the CO2 plume within the reservoir [20]. Several recent
research projects, including the SUCCESS center [21], the EU
research project ECO2 [22], and the QICS (quantifying and
monitoring potential ecosystem impacts of geological carbon
storage) project [23], highlight the need for more systematic and
detailed monitoring of the seafloor and water column to complement seismic surveys. In [24], Blackford et al. summarize
the conclusions from the controlled CO2 release project (QICS)
and discuss CCS monitoring strategies, highlighting the need
for a multidisciplinary and site-specific monitoring approach.
B. Acoustic Methods for Seep Detection
The ability to detect marine gas seeps using sonars was discovered several decades ago. One of the earliest studies is from
1974 by Sweet [25], and demonstrates that a high-resolution
sub-bottom acoustic profiler can be used to detect bubble seeps
in the ocean. Since then, a range of studies have documented
the ability to detect seeps acoustically. In recent years, multibeam sonars have emerged as the most common method of
surveying, significantly improving the coverage rate compared
to single-beam surveys [3], [5], [26]. Traditionally, most sonar
systems used in seep observation and detection are mounted on
the hull of a ship. AUV-mounted sonars have also been proposed
as they offer improved image quality (resolution) compared to
their ship-mounted counterpart [6].
Several recent works demonstrate the use of sonar to derive
specific properties of oil and gas seeps in addition to merely
detecting their presence. In [11], Weber et al. show how the
EK60 split-beam echosounder can be used to estimate the seep
trajectory as it rises through the water column. They also offer
a means to constrain the bubble size estimates when multiple

frequencies are used. In [12], Weber et al. use a calibrated
single-beam echosounder to estimate the concentration as well
as the flow rate of an oil seep, and in [27], Leifer and Tang
make an interesting comparison between optical and passive
acoustical measurements. Stationary acoustic systems have been
proposed for detailed monitoring of a single seep or a collection
of closely spaced seeps [28], [29], and lander-based systems
combining a range of sensors including sonars are emerging as a
research tool for environmental engineering. These methods rely
on long observation periods to collect enough data to estimate
background noise levels and detect seep events. Seep-related gas
bubbles also generate characteristic acoustic emissions which
can be measured passively and used to detect, localize, and
quantify a seep [9], [10], [30].
The method proposed in this paper is based on the use of an
interferometric sidescan sonar, and can be implemented on a
stationary or a moving platform. Examples and discussions in
this paper focus on the latter, where the sonar system is mounted
on an AUV.
C. Acoustic Backscatter Properties of Gas Bubbles
Acoustic methods are well suited for detecting bubbles in
water, due to the high contrast in acoustic impedance between
water and gas. The acoustic response of gas-filled bubbles is
highly frequency dependent, with a strong peak at the resonance
frequency [4], [31], [32]. The backscattered cross section is
defined as the total scattered power divided by the incident
planewave intensity. For a single gas bubble with radius a and
ka < 1, it can be approximated as [4]
σBS = 

f0
f

2

a2
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2
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+
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where f is the transmit frequency, f0 is the resonant frequency,
k is the acoustic wave number, and δ is a damping term. The
resonant frequency for an air-filled bubble at water depth z can
be estimated as

1
3γPw
(2)
f0 =
2πa
ρw
where γ is the adiabatic constant for air (≈1.4), ρw is the water
density, and Pw is the hydrostatic pressure measured in pascal. The values for ρw , Pw , and f0 can be
√ approximated as
103 kg m−3 , 105 (1 + z/10), and 3.25/a 1 + 0.1z, respectively. The damping term δ is a sum of three damping terms:
the reradiation term, the thermal damping term, and the viscous
damping term. Its expression is complex, but for frequencies between 1 and 100 kHz, it can be approximated as 0.03(fk /f1 )0.3 ,
where f1 = 1 Hz, and fk is the frequency in kilohertz [4, Ch.
3.3.3]. We use this approximation, although the HISAS operates
at the upper bounds of its validity.
The target strength (TS), measured in decibels, is defined as
the effective backscattering cross section (i.e., the backscattering
cross section in the direction of the sonar receiver θi ). For a
bubble with omnidirectional scattering, the target strength can
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Fig. 1. TS for single, spherical air bubbles with radii ranging from
a = 0.01 mm to a = 5 mm, at a water depth of 80 m. The solid lines represent
the TS approximation in (3), valid for ka < 1. The dashed lines are included to
indicate the modal series solution valid also for large ka. The shaded gray area
indicates the operating frequency range of the HISAS sonar.

be computed as


TS = 10 log

σBS
A1

(3)

where A1 is the unit section (1 m2 ).
Fig. 1 shows the predicted TS, computed using (3), from
a single air-filled bubble in water at a depth of 80 m, with
bubble radii ranging from a = 0.01 mm to a = 5 mm. The
solid lines indicate the TS computed using (3) and (1), valid
for ka < 1. For the larger bubbles (a = 1 mm and a = 5
mm) insonified at high frequencies, ka is larger than 1 and
(1) is no longer a valid approximation to the exact modal
solution to the scattering from a fluid sphere described by
Anderson [33]. The mathematically converged modal series
solution also valid for large ka (including 35 modal terms,
and with density and sound-speed contrast g = 0.0118 and
h = 0.2274) is indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 1. While
the modal series solution is exact, it does not include the important damping term δ, resulting in unrealistically high and
sharp resonant peaks. The smaller dips and peaks for large ka
in the modal series solution are related to modal interferences,
and are only expected to coincide with the measured response
in the ideal case of clean, perfectly spherical bubbles. The deviation between the TS curve computed using (1) and (3), and
the modal series solution is about 1 dB in the frequency range
of the HISAS, and has no implications for the detection method
proposed here. For quantification purposes using a calibrated
sonar system, care should be taken to use the correct TS model
for all relevant ka.
The shaded area in Fig. 1 ranges from 85 to 115 kHz and
corresponds to the frequency range of the HISAS sonar. At this
depth and frequency range, the bubble resonance size lies in the
interval 0.08 mm > a > 1.08 mm. Although the bubble size distribution for different leakage scenarios is not well documented,
several studies have observed bubble sizes of about 1–8 mm
[34]–[36]. Only the smaller of these bubbles are resonant at the

3

Fig. 2. In an interferometric system with a transmitter (Tx) and two receivers
(Rx1 and Rx2), the interferometric coherence drops when there are multiple
scatterers with comparable backscatter strength at different heights above the
seafloor within the correlation window (dark gray region). In this case, two
bubbles are present in addition to the seafloor.

frequency span of the HISAS sonar. In a seep with bubbles of
different sizes, the larger bubbles may still contribute significantly to the total reflections. As illustrated by Fig. 1, bubbles
with 1- and 5-mm radii both have a higher TS within the HISAS
frequency band (shaded area) than a bubble with radius 0.1 mm,
even though the latter is resonant while the two former are not.
Fig. 1 is valid for a single, spherical bubble. Rising gas bubbles are rarely perfectly spherical. For nonspherical bubbles, a
small shift in the resonant peak as well as changes in the TS is
predicted [37]–[40].
D. Interferometric Sidescan Sonar for Seep Detection
An interferometric sidescan sonar produces seafloor imagery
as well as an estimate of the seafloor topography. Fig. 2 illustrates a typical configuration, with a transmitter (Tx) and two
receivers (Rx1 and Rx2) separated by a vertical baseline. The
transmitter sends an acoustic pulse toward the seafloor, and the
scattered reflections are recorded by the two receivers. One image is formed for each receiver by beamforming the recorded
time series, x1 and x2 for each ping, and arranging these side by
side. The seafloor height relative to the sonar can be estimated
from the pair of images by computing the difference in arrival
times at the two receivers [41]. In this work, we demonstrate
how an interferometric sidescan sonar can also be used as an
effective tool for marine gas seep detection.
1) Sidescan Sonar Image Intensity From a Gas Seep
The sidescan sonar image intensity is typically high in the
presence of a gas seep, due to the strong backscatter properties
of gas bubbles in water. The visibility of a gas seep in a sonar
image depends on a number of factors including the bubble
flux, bubble size distribution, seafloor characteristics, and sonar
frequency. The imaging geometry (range and viewing angle) and
the size of the resulting sonar footprint also have a significant
impact. Although the backscatter strength from a collection of
bubbles is high, a seep may occupy only a small portion of the
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sonar footprint, such that the reflections from a single ping will
be a combination of reflections from the seafloor and from the
seep.
While high image intensity may indicate the presence of a
seep, this alone is not enough information on which to base
an automatic seep detection method. Strong reflectors such as
stones, shells, or other objects on the seafloor may easily be
misinterpreted as potential gas seeps.
2) Interferometric Coherence From a Gas Seep
The interferometric coherence, or spatial coherence between
the images formed by the two receiver arrays, represents an additional feature which makes robust automatic seep detection
possible. The interferometric coherence γ can be computed for
each ping, and is defined as the peak normalized cross correlation between the two complex time series x1 and x2 [42]
|E {x1 (t)x∗2 (t − τ )} |

γx 1 ,x 2 = max

E {|x1 (t)|2 } E {|x2 (t)|2 }

τ

(4)

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugation operation, and E {. . .}
is the statistical expectation. The received time series x1 and x2
consist of a signal component s and a noise component n. A
basic assumption is that s1 and s2 represent echoes from the
same region on the seafloor such that s2 is a delayed replica
of s1
x1 (t) = s1 (t) + n1 (t)
x2 (t) = s2 (t) + n2 (t)
= s1 (t − τ ) + n2 (t).

(5)

In practice, the statistical expectations in (4) are not known,
and the interferometric coherence for each image pixel is estimated by averaging over N neighboring image pixels
γx 1 ,x 2 = max
k

|

N
n =1

x1 [n]x∗2 [n − k]|

N
n =1

(6)

|x1 [n]|2 |x2 [n]|2

where k represents a sample time delay [41].
The interferometric coherence can be directly related to the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [43]. High interferometric coherence is a prerequisite for successful SAS imaging, and may
be used to estimate the useful SAS imaging range [44]. The
coherence is low in the following cases:
1) the noise component n dominates the signal
component s;
2) the signal component s2 is not a delayed replica of s1 .
Case 1) occurs at far range where the signal intensity drops, in
shadow regions, and where there is a lack of signal energy, and
in the presence of multipath propagation or strong external noise
sources. Case 2) occurs when the vertical receiver separation is
too large (baseline decorrelation), and when there are several
scatterers of comparable strength at different heights within
the correlation window (layover). Layover is common in areas
with extreme topography, but also occurs when reflections from
the seafloor are combined with reflections from bubbles with
significant backscatter strength relative to the seafloor. Fig. 2

Fig. 3.

Proposed method for gas seep detection.

illustrates the case when the seafloor reflections are mixed with
reflections from two bubbles. Loss of vertical spatial coherence
in the presence of bubbles has also been studied for the nearsurface bubble layer [45].
III. METHOD FOR AUTOMATIC SEEP DETECTION USING AN
INTERFEROMETRIC SIDESCAN SONAR
A new method for automatic gas seep detection based on
an interferometric sidescan sonar is outlined by the flowchart
in Fig. 3. The method takes as input the two complex-valued
sidescan images produced from the two interferometric receiver
arrays. The first step is to compute the interferometric coherence
between the pair of images for each ping, using (6). We use a
gliding correlation window of N = 128 pixels, equivalent to
3.2 m. Next, one of the sidescan images is lowpass filtered
using a 2-m Hanning window in the cross-track direction, and
decimated to match the cross-track resolution of the coherence
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Fig. 4. The HISAS 1030 interferometric sonar mounted on the HUGIN AUV.
This image was taken during recovery to the G. O. Sars research vessel.

map such that they have equal size and a scatter plot can be
computed. We use the sidescan image from the upper receiver
array. Alternatively, it is possible to use the sidescan image from
the lower receiver array, or a combination of the two.
A scatter plot of the image intensity versus interferometric
coherence illustrates the relationship between these two variables, and is the basis for the proposed detection algorithm. To
facilitate on-the-fly seep detection and localization, we divide
the image into processing patches. We let one patch consist
of 100 pings (about 50 m), and the entire imaging cross-track
range. We use a reference patch without gas seeps to compute
statistics which are representative of the area. All pixels with a
coherence value below a chosen threshold, and deviating significantly from a first-order polynomial best-fit curve to the
scatter plot are considered potential gas pixels. We have found a
reasonable coherence threshold to be 0.8, and defined “significant deviation” to be three standard deviations above the best-fit
curve.
Finally, we analyze the geographical distribution of potential
seep pixels. If they cluster into one or several confined regions,
they are likely to originate from a seep location. We use the
condition that a pixel is likely to originate from a seep if at least
three out of the four nearest neighboring pixels are also potential
seep pixels. For the final verification or dismissal of a potential
seep, manual interpretation may be necessary.
IV. SIMULATIONS
We use the FOCUS toolbox [46] to design a set of simulations
to test and demonstrate the proposed method. The simulations
were designed to mimic the HISAS 1030 sonar (operating in
sidescan mode) from which experimental results are presented
in Section VI. The HISAS interferometric sonar mounted on the
HUGIN AUV is shown in Fig. 4.
The simulated sonar system transmits a 4-ms linear FM
chirp with a center frequency of 100 kHz and a bandwidth of
30 kHz, every 0.525 m. The horizontal and vertical 3-dB transmit beamwidths are approximately 15◦ and 45◦ , respectively.
The interferometric receiver array consists of two sets of 32 ele-

Fig. 5. Each simulated bubble follows a linear trajectory from the origin at
the seafloor, to a random position within the cone defined by an opening angle
α. The bubbles have small random movements in the horizontal plane relative
to their trajectory, and rise at a constant speed of 0.2 m/s.

ments separated vertically by 30 cm. Each receiver element has
a 23◦ horizontal and 46◦ vertical beamwidth. Before beamforming, we add white Gaussian noise to each channel, and apply
a matched filter. Time-varying gain (TVG) is applied to compensate for range-dependent attenuation. We simulate a sonar
altitude of 20-m above the seafloor.
A. Simulating a Stationary Scene
We constructed a stationary scene consisting of a flat seafloor
and a container using 1 002 500 randomly distributed point scatterers (1 000 000 for the seafloor and 2500 for the container) with
a Gaussian amplitude distribution. The container is 25 m wide,
5 m deep, and 5 m high. We simulate three different seafloor
types with varying backscatter properties: silt, medium sand,
and sandy gravel. We obtain seafloor scattering strengths from
[47, Table III, Ch. IV]. Using a 100-kHz transmit frequency and
the correct imaging geometry for our simulations (10◦ incidence
angle from the horizontal at 100-m range), the approximate scattering strength is − 35.7 dB for silt (α = 0.001), − 29.8 dB for
medium sand, and − 24.2 dB for sandy gravel. While the HISAS
sonar is not absolutely calibrated, we obtain realistic levels of intensity of a given seafloor type relative to the expected intensity
for the simulated bubble plume.
B. Simulating Gas Seeps
We simulate three gas seeps originating from each of the
three seafloor types. The bubbles are simulated as point reflectors with intensities estimated using (3). We simulate bubble
movement by allowing each bubble to follow a linear trajectory
originating at the seafloor and spreading conically by an angle
α. Fig. 5 shows an example of a 2-D time snapshot of simulated
bubble positions. Each bubble trajectory ends at a given height
above the seafloor (maximum rise height for the given seep)
and at a random xy-position within the cone. Each bubble has
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Fig. 6. Simulated scene containing a container and three gas seeps on a sandy seafloor. The sidescan image intensity (a) is high at the front wall of the container
as well as at the three seep locations. The interferometric coherence (b) is generally high, except at the seep locations, in the acoustic shadow region behind the
container, and in the region in front of the container affected by layover effects.

small random horizontal movements (between − 2 and 2 mm)
relative to its trajectory, and rises at a constant vertical speed of
0.2 m/s. In lack of knowledge about the expected bubble size
distributions, we simulate bubbles with a constant 5-mm radius.
Multiple scattering from within the bubble plume is not included
in this model. Acoustic shadow effects are included for the solid
container, but not for the bubble plume.
We simulate three seeps. Seep 1 consists of 15 bubbles per
vertical meter and a plume height of 10 m above the seafloor.
Seep 2 consists of 60 bubbles per vertical meter, and rises to
a height of 20 m. Seep 3 consists of 145 bubbles per vertical
meter and rises to 40 m above the seafloor. All three seeps have
a spreading angle α = 30◦ .
V. RESULTS FROM SIMULATIONS
Fig. 6(a) shows a sidescan image of the simulated scene, and
Fig. 6(b) shows the interferometric coherence map of the same
scene, produced using (6). The seafloor in this case consists
of medium sand. The three seeps are visible in the sidescan
image as regions of high intensity relative to the background,
and as regions of low interferometric coherence in the coherence
map. The scene is divided into five 50-m along-track processing
patches, and each patch is analyzed using the method described
in Section III.
We observe that the coherence is low at the seep locations due
to the presence of many vertically distributed scatterers within
the correlation window, as expected. The coherence is also low
in the shadow region behind the container where random noise
dominates due to the lack of signal, and at far range where
the signal intensity drops due to range-dependent attenuation
while the average noise level remains constant. Finally, the coherence is low in front of the container, where layover effects
cause the reflections from the seafloor to become mixed with
those from the front edge of the container.
Fig. 7 shows scatter plots of intensity versus interferometric
coherence for patches 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Patch 1: Patch 1 consists of a sandy seafloor without the
presence of seeps or other objects. The scatter plot from this
area [Fig. 7(a)] shows a pixel distribution which is centered

around a mean intensity of about −20 dB (indicated by the
pink line), and interferometric coherence values ranging from
0.2 to 1. The red and blue lines indicate two and three standard
deviations, respectively. For a Rayleigh process such as fully
developed speckle, the expected value of the mean value divided
by the standard deviation is 1.91 [48]. In a practical setting,
this may not hold. We use patch 1 as a reference patch from
which we estimate the polynomial best-fit curve, its mean, and
standard deviations. When computing the reference statistics
we disregard strong, coherent scatterers found in the yellow
shaded upper righthand corners of the scatter plots in Fig. 7.
These pixels do not represent potential gas pixels, and skew the
otherwise symmetric seafloor response. There are no potential
gas pixels in patch 1.
For illustration purposes, we have color shaded four regions
in the scatter plots representing different scenarios. Based on
our discussion in Section II-D, we expect gas pixels to have a
high image intensity as well as low interferometric coherence.
This corresponds to the red shaded area in the upper lefthand
part of the scatter plots in Fig. 7. Note that pixels affected by
layover share these characteristics and will appear in the same
region in the scatter plot. Other high-intensity noise sources
such as acoustical interference may also appear in this region
and are considered potential sources of false alarms. The gray
region represents pixels with low image intensity and low interferometric coherence. In this area, we expect to find pixels from
within acoustical shadow regions, or far range pixels with sufficiently low image intensity. In the violet area, we only expect
to find highly coherent pixels representing the seafloor itself but
with low image intensity. As the intensity decreases, noise will
begin to dominate and the coherence drop, pulling pixels toward the gray region. The yellow region represents pixels from
strong, coherent scatterers such as rocks and other objects on
the seafloor.
Patch 2: Patch 2 [Fig. 7(b)] contains a small gas seep with 15
bubbles per vertical meter of water. The solid red circles represent detected seep pixels (high intensity and low coherence,
as well as clustering into a confined region). The cyan pixels
represent pixels that were detected as potential gas pixels because they appear in the red shaded area in the scatter plot, but
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Fig. 7. Scatter plots and potential seep pixels from: (a) patch 1 (no seep), (b) patch 2 (small seep), (c) patch 3 (container), (d) patch 4 (medium seep), and
(e) patch 5 (large seep) in the simulated scene. Red circles represent detected seep pixels, and cyan circles represent potential seep pixels that are discarded in
the cluster analysis phase. Black and green pixels represent seafloor scattering and are not considered potential seep pixels. (f) Sidescan image of the scene with
detected seep pixels indicated.

Fig. 8. Seep detectability for varying simulated seafloor types. (a)–(c) Sidescan intensity images of seep 1 for silt, sand, and gravel, respectively. (d)–(f) Intensity
images of seep 2 for silt, sand and gravel. (g)–(i) Images of seep 3 for the same seafloor types. Each image shows a 30-m × 30-m patch of the seafloor, displayed
with a 50-dB dynamic range.
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Fig. 9. Interferometric coherence maps from the same regions and simulated seafloor types as in Fig. 8. (a)–(c) Coherence maps for seep 1 for silt, sand, and
gravel. (d)–(f) Coherence maps for seep 2. (g)–(i) Coherence maps for seep 3. The colormap ranges from 0 (blue) to 1 (red).

discarded since they do not cluster into a confined region. These
pixels originate from the boundary of the seep location, with less
than three detected neighboring seep pixels. The circumference
of the automatically detected seep is indicated in Fig. 7(f).
Patch 3: False alarms may occur in regions where the image
intensity is high and the interferometric coherence is low. This
may be the case when there is considerable noise such as acoustic
interference from other equipment, or in the presence of elevated
objects giving rise to geometrical distortion (layover). The front
wall of the container in patch 3 is an example of an elevated
object causing layover effects in the image. The front wall is
visible in the sidescan image as a bright region at a closer
range than its true position. The interferometric coherence in
this region is low, since the received echo is a mix of the seafloor
return and the return from the upper edge of the front wall. Pixels
falsely detected as gas seeps are shown as red circles in Fig. 7(c)
and indicated along the front wall of the container in Fig. 7(f).
Again, the cyan circles represent potential seep pixels along the
boundary of the layover region, which are discarded during the
clustering analysis.
Patch 3 also contains considerable pixels in the lower left part
of the scatter plot [gray area in Fig. 7(c)], originating from the
shadow region behind the container. The container itself is a
strongly and coherently scattering object, resulting in the green

pixels in the upper right hand corner [yellow area in Fig. 7(c)].
There are also a few green pixels at the top of the same area,
originating from the layover region in front of the container.
Since we use a window to compute the coherence, the transition
from high to low coherence is gradual, resulting in a few pixels
with coherence ≥0.8 and high image intensity.
Patches 4 and 5: The seeps in patches 4 and 5 [Fig. 7(d) and
(e)] are easily detected on this seafloor type.
A. The Effects of Seafloor Characteristics
The ability to detect a seep depends on the flux and bubble size
distribution of the seep, the distance from the sonar (the sonar
footprint increases as a function of range), the sonar system
(transmit frequency, beamwidth, and SNR), and the seafloor
type. Keeping everything else constant, we evaluate the detectability of a given seep for three different seafloor types: silt,
medium sand, and sandy gravel. The same seep is more easily
detected on a seafloor with low backscatter strength such as silt,
than on a highly scattering seafloor such as gravel or rock. Fig. 8
shows a 30-m × 30-m region of the intensity image for each
seafloor type. The structure of the seafloor is not realistic (gravel
stone structures are not visible), but the image intensity is at a
realistic level. Detected seep pixels, if any, are indicated by the
blue line.
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Fig. 10. Image of methane bubbles ascending from well 15/9-11. The image
was taken with a Nikon D3 still camera mounted on an ARGUS ROV. The
image was taken approximately two meters above the seafloor.

Fig. 9 shows the coherence maps for the same regions. Note
that seeps 1 and 2 are not visible in the sidescan image for the
simulated gravel seafloor [Fig. 8(c) and (f)], but appear as regions of low coherence [Fig. 9(c) and (f)]. This indicates that
these seeps are detectable despite not being visible in the intensity image. This is similar to techniques described in coherent
change detection in radar [49], also discussed in sonar [50]. We
have chosen a conservative set of parameters to minimize the
number of false alarms, and for these parameters these small
seeps are not detected on a gravel seafloor.
VI. REAL DATA RESULTS FROM TWO LEAKING WELLS
IN THE NORTH SEA
We verify our results using field data collected using the
HISAS 1030 interferometric SAS [14] mounted on a HUGIN
AUV during sea trials in the North Sea in 2011 and 2012. During
acquisition, HUGIN operated at 20-m height above the seafloor,
covering more than 1 km2 per hour in relatively flat terrain. The
HISAS sonar operates at a center frequency of 100 kHz and has
a 30-kHz bandwidth. In this work, we do not take advantage
of the synthetic aperture sonar capabilities of the HISAS sonar,
but apply the seep detection algorithm to conventional sidescan
data.
Several gas seeps are located in the area, originating from
abandoned wells leaking small amounts of shallow methane gas.
The water depth in this area is about 80 m, and the seafloor is
flat and consists mainly of sand with scattered shell-rich patches
(shell hash). We present results from two abandoned leaking
wells, well 16/4-2 and well 15/9-11. The photograph shown in
Fig. 10 is from well 15/9-11, and was taken during a remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) dive.
Fig. 11(a) shows the sidescan image for well 16/4-2, and
Fig. 11(b) shows the corresponding coherence map. The scatter
plots from four example patches are shown in Fig. 12. High
intensity and high coherence indicates strongly scattering, coherent scatterers. Patch 1 contains a few strongly scattering
rocks giving rise to the “tail” of green pixels in the upper right
corner of the scatter plot in Fig. 12(a). We use patch 1 as a ref-
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erence patch, again disregarding strong, coherent pixels since
they do not represent potential seep pixels, and their presence
skews the otherwise symmetric response from the seafloor. A
single pixel at far range (≈180 m) in Patch 1 is falsely detected
as a seep-related pixel. It is shown as a red pixel in the scatter
plot in Fig. 12(a). When analyzing the entire image, three more
far-range pixels are falsely detected at approximate along-track
ranges 320, 340, and 555 m. Manual inspection of the sidescan
image and coherence map indicates that all four falsely detected
pixels are related to self-generated noise.
The seep located in patch 2 is correctly detected. Red circles
in Fig. 12 represent detected seep pixels, and cyan pixels represent potential seep pixels that were discarded as noise since
they do not cluster into one or several confined regions. The circumference of the detected seep pixels in Fig. 12(b) is indicated
in Fig. 11(a).
Fig. 13 show the sidescan image and interferometric coherence map from well 15/9-11. Patch 1 is used as a reference
patch, and the seep in patch 2 with a characteristic “flare” shape
is correctly detected. In this case, the flare shape is caused by
horizontal bubble movements due to currents. In contrast, multibeam and single-beam images of gas plumes often have a similar
shape due to the upward movement of bubbles. There were no
false alarms at this site.
VII. DISCUSSION
The method proposed here is developed for robust, automatic
detection and detailed localization of marine gas seeps. The
seafloor characteristics have a significant impact on the method’s
ability to detect small seeps. To be detectable, a seep has to
have a total backscattered cross section which is greater than
or comparable to that of the seafloor. When this is the case, the
interferometric coherence is low.
Depending on the chosen parameters, it is possible to detect
a seep even if it is not visible in the sidescan intensity image.
This is the case for seeps 2 and 3 in the simulated gravel seafloor
in Fig. 8. If we reduce the threshold for potential seep pixels
from three to two standard deviations from the best-fit curve, all
three seeps are detected for all seafloor types, and no additional
false alarms are introduced. In contrast, if we use the stricter
clustering condition that all four nearest neighboring pixels must
also be potential seep pixels, the false alarms caused by the
layover region in front of the container in Fig. 7, as well as the
four far-range false alarms in Fig. 11, are removed. We choose a
conservative set of parameters to minimize the probability of not
detecting a seep, while maintaining an acceptable false alarm
rate.
We use a reference patch which is representative of the
seafloor in the general area, and apply a simple linear polynomial best fit model to the scatter plot to compute the necessary
statistics. A more sophisticated statistical approach might be
beneficial, but results from simulations and field data indicate
that a linear model is sufficient. In areas of rapidly changing
seafloor characteristics, the reference patch may be updated
either at regular intervals or continuously to ensure that it is
representative of the current seafloor type. We have found that
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Fig. 11. (a) Sidescan sonar image and (b) interferometric coherence map of a portion of the seafloor in the North Sea, acquired using the HISAS 1030 sonar
mounted on the HUGIN AUV. A small methane seep originating from abandoned well 16/4-2 is detected and indicated by the blue circle in (a).

Fig. 12. Scatter plots for patches 1, 2, 3, and 4 from the field data shown in Fig. 11. Red circles represent detected seep pixels, and cyan pixels represent potential
seep pixels that were discarded as noise since they do not cluster into one or several confined regions.

the choice of reference patch is not critical, and that the method
works satisfactory even without the use of a reference patch, as
long as the processing patch from which the statistics are computed is large compared to the seep. If the statistics are computed
directly from the current processing patch, small seeps may be
missed. The reason for this is that the intensity spread increases
in the presence of a seep, resulting in a higher seep threshold
(the blue three standard deviation lines move upward), unless
the seep is small relative to the processing patch.
The HISAS sonar is, like most sidescan sonars today, not
absolutely calibrated. As a result, there is not a predictable relationship between the measured echo intensity and the target

strength of the insonified volume. It is possible, however, to
reveal changes in the intensity and spatial extent of a seep over
time, as well as make relative comparisons of different seeps.
It is not possible to determine the plume height or quantify the
amount of leakage using this method. Since the sonar travels
near the seafloor, only the first 20–30 m of the plume is included
in the analysis. In a comprehensive monitoring solution, the proposed automatic detection method should be complemented by
additional sensors for seep characterization and quantification.
False alarms occur in regions where the sonar image is affected by geometric distortion, but these are often predictable
and can be rejected by visual inspection. Fish represent a
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Fig. 13. (a) Sidescan sonar image and (b) interferometric coherence map of a portion of the seafloor including the abandoned North Sea well 15/9-11. The scatter
plot with detected seep pixels is shown in (c). The images were acquired using the HUGIN-mounted HISAS 1030 sonar.

challenge, since they are acoustically very similar targets to
bubbles. This is the topic of a Ph.D. dissertation [51], where the
conclusion is that it is possible to differentiate between fish and
bubbles by analyzing the frequency response combined with
the spatial distribution and temporal variations in the measured
acoustic response. However, this requires a longer observation
period than what is achievable with a single pass with an AUV.
Finally, it is worth noting that this method can be applied
to any interferometric sidescan system. We use an interferometric SAS system, operated in sidescan mode. This has additional advantages, since potential seep locations are detected
and combined with simultaneously acquired and colocated highresolution seafloor imagery and bathymetry. Using this approach
gas seeps are automatically detected, while visual inspection of
the SAS imagery can reveal the presence of other indications
of leakage including pock marks and bacterial mats. The area
coverage rate of an AUV-mounted sonar depends on the topography, background noise levels, and the sonar’s speed and height
above the seafloor. Typical values for a HUGIN AUV equipped
with the HISAS sonar are 1–2 km2 /h. In low-SNR conditions or
extreme topography, the effective coverage rate may be lower
due to limitations in the seep detection range.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Marine gas seeps may occur in a range of scenarios including naturally occurring methane or CO2 seepage, as well as
leaks related to oil and gas production or subseafloor CO2 storage. Detecting marine gas seeps is essential to obtain realistic
estimates of the amount of greenhouse gases entering the oceans
and potentially reaching the atmosphere, and to minimize potential environmental and economical consequences of offshore
leakage.
Existing methods for marine gas seep detection leave room
for improvement, especially when it comes to the ability to cover
large areas and to automatically detect and localize seeps. We
propose a method for automatic detection of marine gas seeps
using an AUV-mounted interferometric sidescan sonar. Through
simulations, we demonstrate that it is possible to detect small
gas seeps using the HISAS 1030 sonar. We investigate seep
detectability for three different seafloor types ranging from silt

to sandy gravel. We verify our results using field data from two
North Sea wells leaking small amounts of methane gas.
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